1 Distributed Systems

For a large-scale distributed system or application:

(a) Describe alternative approaches to creating unique names. Include a discussion of the information conveyed by a name. [5 marks]

(b) Discuss name to location binding under the headings

   (i) availability of the binding service [5 marks]

   (ii) consistency of the naming data [5 marks]

   (iii) mobility of named objects [5 marks]
2 Computer Design

Early computers (and early microprocessors) were accumulator machines. RISC computers replaced the accumulator with a register file.

(a) What is a register file and why is it preferable to an accumulator? Illustrate your answer by writing a loop to calculate factorial of 10 for an accumulator and a RISC processor (you may invent instruction sets and assume that a multiply instruction is available). [12 marks]

(b) Why is the Intel x86 processor family often referred to as being an extended accumulator machine? [4 marks]

(c) The Intel x86 LOOP instruction decrements the CX register and, if the result is not zero, jumps to a given label. Why is a compiler likely to find it hard to exploit this instruction, especially for nested loops? [4 marks]

3 Digital Communication I

How can packet loss occur in a network? [5 marks]

Outline a way in which packet loss can be reduced. Can it be eliminated completely? [5 marks]

How does an ARQ system deal with packet loss? [5 marks]

“An ARQ implementation should keep as much data in transit as the receiver is willing to receive.” Discuss. [5 marks]
4 Computer Graphics and Image Processing

Describe an algorithm for clipping a line against a rectangle. [9 marks]

Show that it works using the above three examples. [3 marks]

The above diagram shows a complicated 2D transformation applied to a unit square. The overall transformation can be described in terms of a number of simpler transformations. Describe each of these simple transformations and give a matrix representation of each using homogeneous coordinates. [6 marks]

Use the matrices from the previous part to find the \((x, y)\) coordinates of point \(A'\), the image of point \(A\) under the overall transformation. [2 marks]
5 Business Studies

The figure shows a section of a PERT diagram for a small software project, together with the number of programmer-days each task is estimated to take.

(a) What is the critical path in a PERT diagram and why is it important? What is the critical path in the PERT diagram shown below? [5 marks]

(b) One analyst and two programmers are assigned to the project, in addition to the manager. How long will the project take? [5 marks]

(c) Derive the equivalent GANTT chart for the project. [5 marks]

(d) Task 8 slips by 2 days. How does this affect the project? What actions, if any are required, can be taken to alleviate the slippage? [5 marks]
6 Introduction to Security

Some banks issue their Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) card customers with a randomly selected personal identification number (PIN). Others issue their customers with an initial PIN only, and let the customers choose their own PIN the first time they use the card in an ATM. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches. [5 marks]

Again, some banks compute the customer PIN by encrypting the account number using DES and a key known only to their central systems and ATMs, taking the first four hex digits of the result, replacing the digits A, . . . , F with 0, . . . , 5 respectively, and finally, if the first digit of the result is 0, replacing it with a 1. What is the probability that a criminal can get the PIN right given three guesses? [5 marks]

Yet other banks have used DES, and a key known only to their central systems and ATMs, to encrypt the PIN (whether randomly generated or customer selected); they then write the result on the magnetic strip on the customer’s card, so that the ATM can verify it without reference to the central system. Describe the disadvantages of this arrangement. [5 marks]

In order to prevent attacks based on manipulating magnetic strips, banks in some countries have moved to using smart cards. What effect would you expect such a move to have on the incidence of card-based fraud? [5 marks]
7 Compiler Construction

Explain how a parse-tree representation of a program may be converted into a stack-based intermediate language giving sketches of code to translate expressions, assignments and the if-then-else command; you should also explain how occurrences of a variable in an expression or assignment are translated.

The program may be assumed to conform to the following syntax:

\[
\begin{align*}
E \rightarrow & \quad n \mid x \mid E + E \mid f(E,E) \\
D \rightarrow & \quad \text{let } f(x,x) = \{Dseq; Cseq; E\} \mid \text{let } x = E \\
C \rightarrow & \quad x := E; \mid \text{if } E \text{ then } C \text{ else } C \\
Cseq \rightarrow & \quad C \mid C \ Cseq \\
Dseq \rightarrow & \quad D \mid D \ Dseq
\end{align*}
\]

with start symbol \(Dseq\). Here \(n\) corresponds to integer constants, \(x\) corresponds to identifiers used as variable names and \(f\) corresponds to identifiers used as function names (you may assume these are disjoint). The function declaration construct has the effect of defining a function which, when called, makes declarations, performs commands and then returns the result of its expression; note that therefore functions may be defined within functions, but the above restriction on identifiers means that they cannot be returned as results. [20 marks]

8 Prolog for Artificial Intelligence

Write Prolog programs that define the following predicates. Your programs should ensure that backtracking does not produce spurious alternative solutions.

(a) The \(n\)th element of a list: \(\text{nth}(X,N,L)\) instantiates \(X\) to the \(N\)th element of list \(L\). Assume that list elements are numbered increasing from 1. [4 marks]

(b) The last element of a list: \(\text{last}(X,L)\) instantiates \(X\) to the last element of list \(L\). [4 marks]

(c) Remove an element from a list: \(\text{remove}(X,L,M)\) instantiates \(M\) to a list containing all the elements of list \(L\) except for every occurrence of term \(X\). [6 marks]

(d) Substitute one element for another: \(\text{subst}(L,X,Y,M)\) instantiates \(M\) to a list containing all the elements of list \(L\) except that every occurrence of term \(X\) in \(L\) is replaced by term \(Y\) in \(M\). [6 marks]
9 Databases

The relational model of data was introduced in the early 1970s in a sequence of papers by E.F. Codd. This model proposes a tabular view of data, with a simple Data Manipulation Language (DML) based on relational algebra or relational calculus. Briefly explain the essential features of the model and its DML. [6 marks]

Later work by Codd and others addressed weaknesses in the expressive power of the relational model. For each of the following give an example to show how the weakness arises, and explain an approach proposed to resolve the difficulty:

(a) computing the transitive closure [4 marks]

(b) manipulating collections of records [4 marks]

(c) handling entity specialisation [6 marks]

In case (c) you should outline the proposals of either the Object-Oriented Database System Manifesto or the Third Generation Database System Manifesto.

10 Introduction to Functional Programming

Write an ML function `upto` of type `int -> int list` such that `upto n` generates the list `[1,2,3,...,n]`. [7 marks]

What is wrong with the following function to take the head of a list?

```ml
fun wrong_headed [h,t] = h;
```

What is the type of `wrong_headed`? [5 marks]

Why is the following function to evaluate Fibonacci numbers inefficient?

```ml
fun fib 0 = 1
    | fib 1 = 1
    | fib n = fib(n-1) + fib(n-2);
```

Write a similar but more efficient version. [8 marks]
11 Computer Vision

Give three examples of problems in computer vision which are formally ill-posed. In each case explain how one or more of Hadamard’s criteria for well-posed problems has failed to be satisfied. Illustrate how the addition of ancillary constraints or assumptions, even metaphysical assumptions about how the world behaves, enables one to convert the ill-posed problem into a well-posed problem. Finally, discuss how the use of Bayesian priors can perform this function. [20 marks]

12 Complexity Theory

(a) Describe the problem 3-SAT. [2 marks]

(b) Show how any instance of the seemingly more general problem $n$-SAT can be reduced to an equivalent one where each term has exactly three literals in it. Estimate how much larger the reduced problem would be than the original one. [4 marks]

(c) A certain computation using a non-deterministic Turing machine completes in $T$ time-steps. The Turing machine has $k$ states and uses an alphabet of $N$ symbols. A major theorem underpinning the concept of NP-completeness is based on a conversion of a description of such computations to boolean formulae which characterise them.

Explain how, in such a reduction, boolean variables may be used to describe states that the Turing machine might be in. Show how to derive those components of the boolean formula that relate just to the way in which the Turing machine moves its read–write head. Your explanation should be sufficiently complete and carefully explained that it could be used as a specification of a program that would perform that part of the translation from Turing machine descriptions to boolean formulae. You should not attempt to explain the rest of the boolean formula or how it fits into a complete proof or program. [11 marks]

(d) In terms of $T$, $k$ and $N$, about how many symbols does it take to write the boolean expression you generate? [3 marks]
13 Numerical Analysis II

Let \( n_+ \) be the number of positive real roots of a polynomial \( p_n(x) \). Let \( c \) be the number of changes of sign when the coefficients are taken in order. State Descartes’ rule of signs. [2 marks]

If

\[
p_3(x) = x^3 - 8x^2 + 11x + 20
\]

what does this rule say about the polynomials \( p_3(x) \), \( p_3(-x) \)? [2 marks]

Newton’s method for solution of a system of \( n \) non-linear equations \( f(x) = 0 \) can be expressed in the form

\[
x_{k+1} = x_k + h_{k+1}.
\]

What is the formula for \( h_{k+1} \)? [2 marks]

Outline the damped Newton method in \( n \) variables. [4 marks]

Apply the damped Newton method in one variable to find one root of the polynomial \( p_3(x) \), using \( x_0 = 1 \) as the starting value. Hence factorise \( p_3(x) \) and draw a rough sketch of the polynomial, showing the first Newton step as a tangent. [10 marks]